Abstract-Boolean matching is to check the equivalence of two functions under input permutation and inputloutput phase assignment. A straightforward implementation takes time complexity O(n!2"2), where n is the number of variables. Various signatures of variables were used to prune impossible permutations by many researchers. In this paper, based on communication complexity, we also propose two signatures, cofactor and equivalence signatures, which are general forms of many existing signatures. These signatures are used to develop an efficient Boolean matching algorithm which is based on checking structural equivalence of OBDD's. Experimental results on a set of benchmarks show that our algorithm is indeed very effective in solving Boolean matching problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
OOLEAN MATCHING is to check the equivalence of B two functions under input permutation and inputloutput phase assignment (so called NPN-class 111). It has been widely used in technology mapping recently 161-[ 121. Applying Boolean matching in technology mapping can improve the quality of mapped circuits and increase the mapping flexibility since it exploits implicit don't cares [2] which was not considered in traditional tree covering algorithm [3] . Moreover, it is able to shorten the mapping time when using a library containing complex gates with large input size. Boolean matching is also applied in logic verification, e.g., checking the equivalence of two circuits, and verifying the implementation of a specification.
Various methods for Boolean matching were proposed [6]- [16] . Mailhot et al. 861 are among the first ones to apply Boolean matching to technology mapping. They proposed an algorithm using tautology checking based on Shannon decompositions. Symmetry and unateness properties were used to speed up the matching algorithm. Don't cares were considered by a lattice-based method. Savoj et al. 171 used smoothing and consensus operators to solve Boolean matching problem. Symmetry of variables was utilized to expedite the matching process. The techniques presented in [lo] were based on computing canonical forms of functions. If two functions have the same canonical form then they are matched. Boolean Manuscript received April 22, 1994; revised March 30, 1995 and April 24, 1996 . This work was supported by a Grant from the National Science Council of R.O.C. under Contracts NSC-81-0404-E-007-129. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor M. Fujita.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0278-0070(96) 07397-6. unification and branch-and-bound techniques were adopted in 181. The matching between two functions was checked by finding the most general unijier (mgu).
Yet, another group of researchers take "signature" approach to solve Boolean matching. Various signatures [9] , 1121, 1151, 1161 were defined to characterize the input variables of Boolean functions, where variables with different signatures can be distinguished from each other and many infeasible permutations can be pruned. The structure of Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD's) [4] was also utilized for Boolean matching [ll] , [13] , [14] . In [ll], OBDD's were represented by character strings. The matching between OBDD's was checked by comparing their character string representations. In [ 131 and [ 141, Boolean matching was designed to transform one OBDD with different orderings until OBDD's of two Boolean functions are graph isomorphism (structural equivalence) or failure is reported.
In [13] , the subgraphs of OBDD's were matched in a topdown manner (from root to terminal nodes) while in 1141, in a bottom-up manner. Using OBDD structure, many infeasible permutations which cannot be identified by signatures can be pruned during the transformation process.
In this paper, we propose a Boolean matching algorithm combining the signature techniques and the transformation method. Our method is similar to that of 1141. However, in 1141 only minterms count is used to select variables for transformation during matching process. Our algorithm is based on a more descriptive signatures. It can quickly prune a large number of infeasible matchings.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we define structural equivalence of OBDD's and correlate it to Boolean matching problem. Two signatures, cofactor and equivalence, based on communication complexity of Boolean functions are proposed in Section 111. Some properties of these signatures are also given. In Section IV, we present a Boolean matching algorithm based on equivalence signature. Some experimental results on a set of benchmarks are shown in Section V. Finally, we give a brief conclusion.
BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS AND BOOLEAN MATCHING
In this section, we first review OBDD's and the Boolean matching problem. Then we correlate Boolean matching to structural equivalence of OBDD's.
The OBDD of a function f constructed by some variable ordering is denoted as B D D f . Fig. 1 with ordering Q = xo <XI < 2 2 and BDDg with orderings yo < y1 < y2 are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. By Observation 2.1, we transform initial BDDg to the other one using the ordering $ ( a ) = y1 < y2 < yo. The resultant OBDD is shown in Fig. 2 
Based on Observation 2.1, the matching of g to f can be viewed as transforming BDDg with different variable orderings until B D D f BDDg or failure is reported. A straightforward method for solving this problem is to enumerate all possible BDDg using different variable orderings. Obviously, this exhaustive search is not feasible because it needs 2" x n! x 2 permutations, where n is the number of inputs. Instead, we propose a signature based algorithm for this transformation. 
COFACTOR AND EQUIVALENCE SIGNATURES

A. The Communication Complexity of Boolean Functions
For a function f ( X ) and its input set X , o n s i z e ( f ) is the size of on-set, B X is the Boolean space spanned by X , and a partition of the input set X is to partition X into two disjoint sets X I and X , which is denoted as 7r = (Xl, X r ) . 
where lXll is the number of variables in X I . Instead, we propose to use OBDD to compute communication complexity.
Given a Boolean function f ( X ) and a partition T = ( X l , X,). Let a be a variable ordering which is constructed by the simple ordering rule: all inputs in X I are ordered before all inputs in X,. Then 
B. Definitions of the Signatures Definition 3.2 (Cofactor of Equivalence Class):
Given a function f(X) and a partition T = ( X l , X , ) . Let E l , E2 . ' . E , be the equivalence classes of f with respect 
El is f~~ = ~2 Z 3 ,
where El = 20 + 371. f ( X ) and a subset X , c X , the cofactor signature of f with respect to X, is defined as:
where T = (X,, X -X,). with respect to X, is defined as
where T = (X -X , , X9).
II
For a given subset X,,COFSIG$s is a signature to characterize X , when X, is ordered on the top part of an OBDD while E Q U S I G i s is a signature when X, is ordered at the bottom part. Fig. 4 
C. Properties of the Signatures
In this section, we present some properties of cofactor and equivalence signatures. These properties are used in our Boolean matching algorithm. First, we define the equivalence of two signatures. 
i ( $ ( X ) ) ) .
This equivalence relation is denoted as S1 5'2. Before we present Theorem 3.1, we first have Observation 3.1. ( E 2 , c 
Obsewation3.1:
We give an example to illustrate this observation. Based on Observation 3.1, Theorem 3.1 is presented. ,
2) EQUSIGS,~ = E Q U S I G G~. Proofi Using the procedure implied in Observation 3.1, we can obtain C S~x 8 , x -x s l and C q Y s , Y -Y $ ) for any subset
Theorem 3.1 states the necessary condition for two functions to be matched.
Theorem 3.2: Given a functions f ( X ) .
Let X 1 and X z be any two subsets of X . If EQUSIGS1 = EQUSIG$, then Pro08 We will prove this theorem using communication matrix. Recall that with respect to a given partition T = ( X s ! X -X , ) ! the row patterns and the column patterns of the same matrix are used to compute COFSIGCs and EQUSIG$8 , respectively. Let the matrices partitioned with respect to ?r = ( X I , X -X I ) and n' = ( X L ) , X -X L ) ) be
M I and M2, and C O F S I G i I
The inequality occurs when either the size of the sets are not the same or the elements in the sets are different.
X , C: X . This theorem follows obviously.
C O F S I G~~ = C O F S I G~? .
Case 1: ml # m2 W.l.o.g., we let rnl < m2. There must exist two elements x,, X b E X I in the same equivalence class and $ ( z a ) , $(Q) E Xz belong to different classes for any assignment $. Since ~, , x b E X1 are in the same equivalence class, f ( z a , X -XI) = f ( x 6 , X -X I ) . Entries of the two rows are the same as shown in the left matrix of Fig. 6(a) . However, since $ ( x a ) , $ ( x b ) E X z are in different equivalence classes and thus they have different row patterns, there must exist an entry of rows where the values of $J(rca) and $ ( z b ) are different. The right matrix of Fig. 6(a) shows the case. Now consider the column pattern to compute the equivalence signature. In the left matrix, the entries corresponding to the row index x, and 26 of all columns will be the same whereas in the 
:,Et) # (n:,$(E;)).
Two cases for this inequality:
The same argument in Case 1 can be applied.
case ii: Suppose that Et($(X1)) = E; (X,) and ni # n:.
This implies that the number of 1's in the row whose row index is expression Et in M I is different from that of the row whose row index is E: in M2. Contradict to our assumption.
Therefore, C O F S I G i l = C O F S I G i 2 .
The converse of this theorem is not true. We show a counterexample in the following.
Example 3.5: Consider f ( X ) and g(Y)
shown in Fig. 7 . Let X1 = {x1,22} and U; = {yI,y2}. COFSIGG1 = ((3,El = :1:2),(2,E2 = z l ) , ( l , E g = 5 1~~) ) and COFSIGC1 = ( ( 3 ,~ = y1g2),(2,e2 = yl),(l,e3 = Y1y2)}. We have COFSIGC1 = COFSIGG1, where 21, x 2 , 2 3 , and 2 4 map to y1, y2, y3, and y4, respectively.
However, E Q U S I G i , = ((1, h l ) , (2, hz), (1, hs)} and
EQUSIGFl = ((1, hl), (1, hz), (1, h4), (1, h)}. Therefore, -
E Q U S I G~, $ E Q U S I G G~.
Theorem 3.2 says that any two subsets of variables distinguished by cofactor signatures can be distinguished by equivalence signatures. Therefore, our matching algorithm will be based on equivalence signature rather than cofactor signature. EQUSIG$2. Suppose that XS1 = XI -{x:.}. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the communication matrices partitioned with respect respectively. The new columns at the right matrix are obtained by partitioning the old column at the left with respect to za = 0 and x, = 1. Similarly, for any subset X , l , c f Z can be partitioned into 21x1pxs11 new subcolumns where each subcolumn corresponds to a cofactor with respect to a minterm in XI -X,I. The same partition can be applied to cf2 with respect to a minterm in X2 -Xs2. Since cf' c f 2 , the partitioned results are also the same. Therefore,
E Q U S I G i s I = EQUSIG$3Z. The theorem follows.
Based on Theorem 3.3, for a subset X , C X matched to a subset Y, C Y , the larger the subset X, is taken to compute the equivalence signature, the more efficient it is to match the remaining unmatched inputs.
IV. THE MATCHING ALGORITHM Based on Theorem 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, we develop a transformation based matching algorithm. By Theorem 3.2, any two subsets of variables distinguished by cofactor signature can be distinguished by equivalence signature. Therefore, equivalence signature rather than cofactor signature is used in our algorithm. Given two functions f and g, the algorithm transforms the structure of BDDg to that of B D D f .
Initially, for each input of f we first compute the candidate variables for matching. The candidate set is obtained using the equivalence signature for IX,I 1 and then IX,I = 2.
Let f ( X ) and g(Y) be two functions to be matched. Based on equivalence signature, we distinguish inputs of X into many groups XI, X2, . . . , X,, where the signatures of variables in the same group are equivalent. Then, the same process is applied to g so that Y is also partitioned into groups
If X i and Y; have the same signature, Yi is the candidate set for matching the variables in X ; . Now we use an example to explain the candidate set generation in more detail. Consider the function We first compute EQUSIG:zzl for each x; E X .
The communication matrices with respect to inputs x1,22,23,24 are shown in Fig. 9(a) . EQUSIG{zll = ((1, fi) , (7, f2) (1, f i ) , ( 3 , f 3 ) ) , where f o = 0, f l = s ; , f 2 = z;, and f 3 = 1. Thus, input z1 can be distinguished from x2,23,24. Now f(zI,x2,x3,24) = xlx2 + 21x3 + 21-4 + zlT273x4. 
we compute signatures for /X,I = 2 and x1 E X,.
The communication matrices with respect to the sets {z2,z1},{x3,z1} and { x 4 , z 1 } are shown in Fig. 9(b) . We obtain EQUSIG:z4,zI, = ( ( 3 , c f i ) , (1, c f i ) } and Together, these two signatures distinguish input x4 from ~2~x 3 .
Therefore, we partition inputs to three sets (x1}, {x4},
If we continue increasing the size of X,, we would be able to distinguish all variables of X. The same procedure can then be applied to the other target function. However, it is inefficient in that the signature computations have to be performed twice for both target functions. Instead, after generating and matching candidate sets X, and Y , of f ( X ) and g(Y), we proceed to transform the OBDD structure of g to that of f bottom up. We first construct B D D f and BDDg using the ordering where the indistinguishable inputs are ordered before distinguishable ones. This ordering rule follows Theorem 3.3 where putting distinguishable inputs as many as possible on the bottom of BDD will fasten the distinction of unmatched inputs. Also note matching is possible only between x, of X, and y, of Y,, where Y , is the candidate set of X,. Therefore, variables with the same signature using IX, 1 = 1 and IX, I = 2 are grouped together on OBDD and their candidate sets are given corresponding order indexes. than one equivalence signatures, we select an arbitrary one for matching. More than one equivalence signatures happens when variables are symmetric or they are indistinguishable using equivalence signatures. For the former case, arbitrarily selecting one variable for matching is always correct since these variables are symmetric. For the latter case backtrack may be required.
After matching one variable, y j to z;, we set where IC is the number of candidates sets whose size is greater than 1. For each transformation, transpositional operator [ 171 is applied. Summing up these three parts, the complexity of our algorithm is O ( n x ( p 2 + q 2 ) + (Et==, IXil!) x q2). In fact, from the experiments, we find that inputs can be distinguished after the candidate set is generated for most cases. Therefore, the time complexity is O ( n x (p2 + q 2 ) ) in practice. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed Boolean matching algorithm has been implemented in C language on SUN Sparcstation IPC (a 15.7 mips machine). To demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm, circuits from MCNC benchmark set have been tested. Two circuits, act1 and act2, of actell and actel2 cells from FPGA manufacturer Actel were also included in the test set. For each circuit, we first constructed two OBDD's. The second OBDD was generated from the first one by permuting and renaming its input variables. Then we applied our matching algorithm to transform the second OBDD until these two OBDD's are matched. Table I shows the experimental results. The columns with labels #in and #out show the numbers of inputs and outputs of circuits, respectively. The column IX;I = 1 refers the number of inputs which could be distinguished from the other inputs.
The column labeled IX;l > 1 refers the sizes of candidate sets whose sizes are greater than 1 when equivalence signature for IX,I = 1 and IX,I = 2 are used. The coluqm #error shows the number of variables which were incorrectly matched during the matching process. The columns matching-CPU and BDD-const.-CPU show the running time of our matching algorithm and OBDD' s construction time, respectively. The CPU time is measured in seconds by using time command of MIS [18]. The table shows that all inputs of 26 circuits could be distinguished using signatures only. Candidate-set size of only 4 circuits is bigger than 1. We also find that number of error variable selections during the matching process is very small. The reason is that when the inputs are not distinguishable, it often involves many legal assignments. For example, cml50a (cml5la) has 4! = 24(3! = 6) legal assignments since it is a 16 to 1 (8 to 1) multiplexer. Our algorithm is designed to choose any assignment. The running time of our matching algorithm is also short. In many cases, we have a very small amount CPU time compared to the construction time of OBDD's.
In [16] , cofactor and breakup signatures were proposed to distinguish inputs. We compare our results with the results shown in [16] . Table I1 shows the comparison results. The column labeled in. inputs refers the sizes of indistinguishable inputs. This table shows our algorithm can distinguish all inputs of 6 circuits out of 9 circuits of which inputs were not all distinguished by [16] . The CPU time of [16] is measured in seconds on a SUN Sparcstation SLC (a 18 mips machine).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a signature based Boolean matching algorithm. It transforms OBDD' s using different orderings until two target OBDD's have the same structure or failure is reported. Equivalence and cofactor signatures which are general forms of many existing signatures are presented to speed up this transformation process. Experimental results on a set of benchmarks show that our algorithm is indeed very effective in Boolean matching problem.
